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“Now faith is the assurance (the confirmation, the title deed) of the things [we]
hope for, being the proof of things [we] do not see and the conviction of their
reality [faith perceiving as real fact what is not revealed to the senses]” Hebrews 11:1 [Amplified Bible]
• When it comes to trusting God for physical healing, the Word of God must be
THE ONLY STANDARD for what is possible for you - period.
• Faith is Game-Changer
• Matthew 9:20-22 [NLT]
• Matthew 9:27-30 [NIV]
• Breaking Faith Down:
1. (Faith is a creative force with unlimited capacity to create, rearrange,
suspend, and change all natural laws that govern planet earth.)
• Matthew 14:22-31 [NLT]
2.(Faith is the creative force behind everything that you can see and
touch.)
• Hebrews 11:3 [NLT]
3. (Faith has the ability to do anything, make anything, and turn anything
into anything.)
• Hebrews 11:11-12 [NLT]
• Matthew 14:15-21 [NLT]
• Faith has NO RESPECT for anything [circumstances, history, time, doctor
reports, credit scores, your mistakes, etc.]. It only respects what YOU
BELIEVE in the moment.
• Joshua 10:12-13 [NIV]
• Matthew 15:28 [AMP]
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• God had given all of His sons and daughters a measure of His faith. You are
responsible for DEVELOPING IT.
• Romans 12:3 [NKJV]
• Matthew 17:20 [ESV]
How Do I Develop My Faith?
By Renewing Your Mind
• Faith works IN CONJUNCTION with your soul (mind, will, emotions,
intellect, imagination).
• Proverbs 4:23 [NLT]
By Becoming More Spiritual
• I Corinthians 2:14 [NLT]
• Jude 1:20 [NIV]
• John 6:63 [NIV]
• One of the roles of the Holy Spirit is to turn THE WORD OF GOD in
pictures and images.
• When Holy Spirit changes what you SEE, it will change what you
BELIEVE.
• When you change what you believe, it will change what what you
RECEIVE.
By Not Being Wishy-Washy About What You Desire
• James 1:5-8 [NLT]
• Hebrews 10:23 [ESV]
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